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Hi folks. Today is Wednesday May 29th, 2019, and this is a trade alert on XLRE. We do finally have a 
window of opportunity here in XLRE. We bounced off of the top Bollinger Band. We've come back down 
here. We have, for the first time, started to see some real weakness in the XLRE. We've got a couple of 
reports out here these last two days. The Case-Shiller report, which is the national home pricing report, 
came out, and while home prices are continuing to rise in the United States, we are for the first time in a 
while, seeing a slowing in that trend.

We're also seeing a big change in mortgage rates. Interest rates have dropped precipitously over the last 
couple of months. That has resulted in a rise in refinancings, but not a rise in new home purchases. And 
so of course, the XLRE is the ETF of reads. It is the real estate investment of real estate investments. It 
tracks, basically, real estate prices in the United States. We do have a topping effect here now. We can 
feel comfortable going ahead and putting in a trade on the XLRE. The assumption is going to be here, 
folks, that it's going to stay above its bottom Bollinger Band of 35 and shrink into this 36, 35 dollar 
trading range.

We are going to do an aggressive adjustment here on XLRE. We're looking at using these June 21st 
expiration date. That's a 23 day expiration. It will be an Iron Condor trade that we're going to be doing 
with the two dollar spread, and it will be the 35 strike price puts that we are selling. The 33's that we are 
buying, and we'll be selling. And in the money call, the 36 strike price call, going back to the 38. That 
gives us a decent amount of premium to be able to roll this trade if we need to and give us a high profit 
potential.

Now there is a big, wide spread on the XLRE trade, and so it is pricing at the nat price of 30 cents. I'm 
going to put it in at 45, and let this sit for a little bit and see what we can get. I'm using 11 contracts for 
me, and 11 contracts that would require an investment of $1,700. I have about $2,900 here, and so I 
want to just leave a little bit left for this quick two day trade, this bonus trade that we'll be coming to 
you tomorrow, on Thursday.

I'm going to give this a shot here. We're going to take a look at this. We may have to go down to 30, but 
we're going to start at 45. That would be an amazing trade if that worked for us. That's 1,700, $1,800 
investment, and almost a four or $450 potential return on that trade. I'm going to send that over at 45. I 
got a fill at 65 so that was an amazing fill on that order. That was a good trade right there. 65 cent fill on 
that order. I would shoot for that high number. Remember, there's a wide, wide spread on this. Might 
even want to start higher, at say 70 cent credit on that, work your way down to maybe 45 if you have to, 
but I just got a fill at 65 cents.

I did 11 contracts. You scale accordingly to yourself so that you do have some extra cash to do our bonus 
trade tomorrow, on Thursday. Once again, here is our adjustment on XLRE. Let me just highlight that for 
you first. The XLRE trade, I got a fill at 65 cent credit, and it is the June 21st expiration, 23 days out that 
we are doing. Sold the 35 strike puts. Bought the 33's. Sold the 36 strike price calls. Bought the 38's. It's 
a $2 spread on that trade. That is your adjustment for XLRE.
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